Spinsolve Autosampler

Increase your sample measurements throughput by integrating the new fully automated autosampler carousel with your Spinsolve

Outstanding Features

• Easy to mount
• Fully controlled by the Spinsolve software
• 20 slots for 5 mm NMR tubes
• Easy configuration of all protocols for sample analysis
• Compatible with all Spinsolve models
• Affordable and robust
Intuitive software interface fully integrated in the Spinsolve software

Sample slots
• Protocols for each sample are added to the queue with a single click
• New samples can be added/removed even during a running queue
• A preset series of experiments can be loaded from a previously saved list

Queue of protocols for each sample
• Easy view of the history of completed and future protocols in the queue
• The sample queue can be modified at any time to change the order in which the samples are measured
• The order of protocols can be easily changed by dragging them up or down

Data window
Data is displayed for running and completed experiments

Experiment parameters
The individual parameters for each experiment are defined when the protocols are loaded and they are displayed during data acquisition

Contact us now for a quote, to request a demo or to measure your samples

Email: sales@magritek.com
Website: www.magritek.com/contact-us
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